DUE TO VARIANCES IN LOCAL CODES, CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES, AND REQUIREMENTS, ALL DETAILS SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH SUCH LOCAL CODES, CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES, AND REQUIREMENTS REGARDLESS OF DETAIL CONSTRUCTION SHOWN IN THIS DRAWING. INSOFAST, LLC MAKES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. INSOFAST, LLC ASSUMES NO LEGAL LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, OR USEFULNESS OR ANY INFORMATION APPARATUS, PRODUCT OR PROCESS DISCLOSED.
ISF 07.01.05  INSOFAST - WINDOW - CMU - DRYWALL RETURN OVER INSOFAST
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ISF 07.01.08 INSOFAST - WINDOW - CMU - WOOD EXTENSION JAMB & TRIM WITH SOLID BACKING

Due to variances in local codes, construction practices, and requirements, all details shall be constructed in accordance with such local codes, construction practices, and requirements regardless of detail construction shown in this drawing. InSoFast, LLC makes no warranty, expressed or implied. InSoFast, LLC assumes no legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness or any information apparatus, product or process disclosed.
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DUE TO VARIANCES IN LOCAL CODES, CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES, AND REQUIREMENTS, ALL DETAILS SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH SUCH LOCAL CODES, CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES, AND REQUIREMENTS REGARDLESS OF DETAIL CONSTRUCTION SHOWN IN THIS DRAWING. INSOFAST, LLC MAKES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. INSOFAST, LLC ASSUMES NO LEGAL LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, OR USEFULNESS OR ANY INFORMATION APPARATUS, PRODUCT OR PROCESS DISCLOSED.
ISF 07.01.25 INSOFAST - DOOR - CMU - FULL WIDTH STEEL JAMB - FIBER REINFORCED PANEL (FRP) FINISH
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DUE TO VARIANCES IN LOCAL CODES, CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES, AND REQUIREMENTS, ALL DETAILS SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH SUCH LOCAL CODES, CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES, AND REQUIREMENTS REGARDLESS OF DETAIL CONSTRUCTION SHOWN IN THIS DRAWING. INSOFAST, LLC MAKES NO WARRANTY , EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. INSOFAST, LLC ASSUMES NO LEGAL LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, OR USEFULNESS OR ANY INFORMATION APPARATUS, PRODUCT OR PROCESS DISCLOSED.
ISF 07.01.26   INSOFAST - DOOR - CMU - INSET STEEL JAMB - FIBER REINFORCED PANEL (FRP) RETURN

Due to variances in local codes, construction practices, and requirements, all details shall be constructed in accordance with such local codes, construction practices, and requirements regardless of detail construction shown in this drawing. InSoFast, LLC makes no warranty, expressed or implied. InSoFast, LLC assumes no legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process disclosed.
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